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WHEN PYRAMID TESTS FAIL 
by V.L.C.

There’s something more at work 
here than a form and presumed 
magnetic force(s). The pyramid and 
other form energies are llkely the 
highest, finest vibrations manifest- 
ing on our planet. These vibes or 
waves of form like radio Signals are 
already there. The pyramid or 
similiar hollow geometric shapes, 
acting as accumulator-generators 
of these fields Stores the power for 
ready use.

We have but to turn our radio on 
and select the Station or frequency 
of our choice. Our antennas collect 
the radio or TV waves transmitted. 
It is the added power source of the 
radio or television receiving set that 
pulls in and amplifies the Signal 
thus connecting it to sound and/or 
picture.

I mentioned before that we 
should look beyond magnetism for 
the total source of pyramid energy. 
Since magnetism, electricity, elec- 
tromagnetism and gravity are more 
easily measured, and we apply 
these earthly forces mostly in the 
advancement of our technology, it 
is only logical our technicians first 
developed these energies.

Most open-minded scientists 
l’ve consulted agree it’s entirely 
possible that pure pyramid energy 
may cover a whole ränge of vibra
tions each having their own band. 
These higher, finer rays, etheric in 
nature, operate high in the fields 
above x-rays and gamma rays. 
Vibrations combine to produce 
wave forms manifesting as phe
nomena, effects with an unmeasur- 
able cause, though these forces 
harmoniously Interpenetrate and 
blend with our commonly recog- 
nized earth and sky energies. Still,

Continued on page 4

A MEMORIAL TO GEORGIANA, 
THE SUDDEN DEPARTURE OF 
A BEAUTIFUL BEING

This issue is dedicated to the Memo
ry of Georgiana Teeple, our beloved 
co-editor, publisher, who wisbes to be 
remembered for the joy she knew in the 
creation and publication of the PYRA
MID GUIDE.

Georgiana transcended our earth 
plane September 13, 1974. I find no 
logical way of grouping words to express 
the great personal lass of Georgiana’s 
vivacious, loving presence. Tbe magnitude 
of her selfless servive to humanity as a 
Divine creature of God is her legacy. We 
will continue to see and feel-the results of 
Georgiana’s remarkably organized 
thought, and the life she breathed into 
this newsletter. Her column PYRAMIDIA 
won high recognition.

In reflecting on Georgiana’s passing I 
now realize the need for the ‘GUIDE’S’ 
perpetuity, conceived by us in conversa- 
tion three years ago. It serves a call 
beyond anything we had ever imagined, a 
constant surprise and splendid learning 
experience for us both.

Georgiana .agonized over the awe- 
some and rapid deterioration of our 
planetary conditions, man’s destruction 
of nature and evidenced, diminishing 
human values. These were big judgements 
for her, as Georgiana always looked for 
the best in everyone, and in all things. 
She was an outstanding teacher of unique 
talents, demonstrated by gentle action 
more than with words. Georgiana’s ever- 
flowing love consciousness drew to her in 
return, qualities and quantities of love 
beyond expected mortal bounds.

It has been said there are Angles who 
walk amongst us, “Be not forgetful to 
entertain strangers for thereby some have 
entertained Angels unaware.” Hebrews 
13.2 Many among her friends agree, 
Georgianna may well have been a

messenger from the Angelic kingdom. It 
has been an extreme pleasure to have 
lived within the orbit of this most gifted 
writer, artist and mystical teacher.

Despite the seeming Separation im- 
posed by Georgiana’s departure, her 
Spiritual and earthly vibrations remain as 
an Inspiration in our time, enroute, on- 
path, toward our ultimate awareness and 
oneness in the eternal Cosmic All.

Bill Cox

THE GREA TINVOCA TION
FROM THE POINT OF LIGHT WITHIN
THE MIND OF GOD
LET LIGHT STREAM FORTH
INTO THE MINDS OF MEN.
LET LIGHT DESCEND ON EARTH.

FROM THE POINT OF LOVE WITHIN
THE HE ART OF GOD
LET LOVE STREAM FORTH
INTO THE HEARTS OF MEN.
MAY CHRIST RETURN TO EARTH.

FROM THE CENTRE WHERE
THE WILL OF GOD IS KNOWN
LETPURPOSE GUIDE
THE LITTLE WILLS OF MEN -
THE PURPOSE WHICH
THE MASTER KNOWS AND SERVES.

FROM THE CENTRE
WHICH WE CALL THE RACE OF MEN 
LET THE PLAN OF LOVE
AND LIGHT WORK OUT
AND MAY IT SEAL
THE DOOR WHERE EVIL DWELLS.

LET LIGHT AND LOVE AND POWER 
RESTORE THE PLAN ON EARTH.



Fourth Dimension Reachout the psychic magician
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DOMES, SPHERES AND SOLIDS 
By Marianne Zezelic

From the Appalachians to the Rocky Mountains, from the Great Lakes to the 
bayou country, domes in various sizes have Sprung up in profusion. Communes, 
Colleges and high schooi projects have tinkered with the simple, versatile shape of the 
sphere with low cost housing in mind. By dupHcating and improving sphericai 
structures by primitive societies, one moves away from static-structure rectanguiar 
grids into the world of symmetry and natura! design.

Domes evoke unseen psychic and psychoiogicai tides of the universe which 
affect ieveis of the subconscious mind. These tides operate through the magnetic 
sphere of the earth and underlie the physical forces of eiectricity, magnetism, light 
and heat. Geometrie shapes also produce a cumulative Suggestion process upon the 
subconscious mind. This Suggestion process speaks to the subconscious mind of man 
through the archaic images of its Symbols, thereby producing "changes in 
consciousness."

There exists in the subconscious certain levels of development, and the deeper of 
these levels Unk the individual not only with the minds of his immediate neighbors, 
but successively with the mental processes of all mankind down to a certain level, 
and below that again with the consciousness of the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 
In terms of evo/utionary development the subconscious mind is older than the 
conscious mind, and it retains one trait of its immemorial past in that it works by 
images, not words. Each of the five physical senses reporting to the brain sends in a 
series of images visual, taetüe, audible, subconscious mind with their appropriate 
emotions. If, therefore, one consciously introduces carefully selected images into the 
subconscious mind one can evoke the corresponding emotion. Since the emotions are 
the subjective aspects of the driving energy which wells up from the deeper levels of 
the mind, it is evident that by the right use of such conscious evocation the potential 
of the personality can be greatly enhanced.

Domes, spheres and solids provide such an avenue of approach. By building 
domes and spheres, man has unconsciously tapped into knowledge known by the 
ancients, the knowledge that we have access to forces and energies beyond our 
normal understanding, if we will but open the doors in the right way.

The Well Shall Never Dry Up . . . Thank 
you, Thank you, Thank you, Dear Read
ers for the many unsolicited, interesting 
and valuable contributions to THE 
PYRAMID GUIDE.
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CHEOPS

BUCKY FULLERS' 
HEXA-PENT DOME

We should look deep into what constitutes magic and non-magic, for we 
see a stränge mixing of magician and psychic upon the platforms of 
demonstration today. Who among us will rise to delineate precise lines 
dividing the puny pond of hocus pocus from the so-called sea of psychic 
experience, another kind of magic? The boundaries separating contrived 
abracadabra and high magic - the realm of the miraculous - can only be 
determined from within. The mind directs all activity, even if the approach 
is different. By contrast, the eastern Student seeks to express matter by an 
inward-upward search for union with Spirit, while Western man attempts to 
create by manifesting Spirit down through matter. In magic, we may well 
witness or experience a subtle coalescence of both, each technique passing 
the other going by.

But be ready to change your reaction after beholding the works of a 
mage, for what appears as supernatural may suddenly be exposed as sheer 
trickery. Presumed fakery, on the other hand, may surprisingly hold up as 
the real thing. Retractions from skeptical scientists not readily forth- 
coming, are occasionally deserved.

The entertaining magician-mentalist who is always right - unless he 
chooses to be wrong for laughs, orto achieve a certain effeet - sometimes 
finds himself fine-tuned into his subject well beyond the ordinary, 
calculated performance. He touches the unknowable and it unfoldsas high 
magic.

The shaman, in his approach to physical conjuration, sleight-of-hand, 
mechanical, light, magnetic and Chemical props may involuntarily assume 
powers outside the ränge of his intellect. Still, you will hear magicians scoff 
at the Suggestion they are psychic or practicing mediumship. The 
imaginative performer continually dwells on the twilight borders of 
ultra-awareness and psychic sensitivity.

More than not, sincere psychics with subdued egos readily admit to 
their limitations; they are doing well if they're right sixty or 70% of the 
time, There are too many variables.

The clairvoyant gathers Information in symbolic form, imagery, 
frequently in fragmented form. He moves forward and back in non-time 
dimensions and attempts to equate his impressions with the ridgid demands 
of our clock-time world. The information channeled through is usually 
correct, but wrongly interpreted,results in a misreading. Data is one thing, 
evaluation is another.

Conversely, the stage magician works within known Parameters. He's 
comfortable with his art in a cleverly evolved routine, Should he fumble, 
the pseudo magi need only practice a little harder at home to get his act 
together. The polished magician can charm the birds out of the birds out of 
the trees when his cloak has emptied of pigeons. A little hoodoo goes a 
long way and the magician is on safe ground; he doesn't claim supernatural 
powers. From another point of view, the psychic or medium gradually 
sensing the loss of his powers may turn to hocus pocus. Some who have 
achieved unexplainable phenomena unfortunately turned to trickery. When 
detected pulling a psychic ripoff, their previous demonstrations were 
quickly written off by disbelievers. Those who believed, or wanted to 
believe, could only throw their hands up in despair. Had they been taken in 
by their Champion? Eusapia Paladino, an extraordinarily gifted medium feil 

into thistrap several years ago.
Light centers may be doing the psychic a 

disservice by scheduling magicians and mentalists 
on their programs without making a clear dis- 
tinction between the two ranges of human expres- 
sion. Combining the two under one Classification 
requires an expertise of immense proportions.

ABRACADABRA 
ABRACADABR 
ABRACADAB 
ABRACADA 

A B R A C A D 
A B R A C A 

A B R A C 
A B R A 

_ A B R —.



Page. 3CApSTONES. . . I CLIPS COMHENTS.
ÖUOTES-, AND LEITERS ■

TEEPEB TIME. Dennis Brock of East 

Highlands, Calif., reports: "A friend of mine lives in a ieepee: a conical structure. There is a very nice feeling inside." 

PYRAMID CHURCH. The Houston, Tex., Unity Church of Christianity was constructed of "baked golden aluminum material" and not anodized 

aluminum as reported in a previous issue of the Pyramid Guide. Houston psychics reportedly detect the most pyramid energy when a 

pryamid is oriented about ten degrees to the East of Magnetic North. LEAD FOIL CAPSTAN. A. J. Geiger of Columbus, Ohio, writes: 

"Here 's an id.ea you might check out: Put on a. pyramid a lead foil eapstan WITH NO PUNCTURE IN THE APEX and. extending about two 

inches downward on each side. Set the pyramid on a lead foil base. Poes the amount of energy concentration in the pyramid increase? 

It should, since there will be no escape of energy upwand out of the apex or d.ownward out of the base. GARDEN PYRAMIDS. Rev.

Bessie Havens of Phoenix, Ariz., says: "Am working with several (pyramids) made of coat hangers in my garden and the results are 

grea.t. Also have one to sharpen ra.zor blades ...and it works..." BLACKLIGHT. Since certain insects are irresistably drawn to 

flame and light sources, a commercial insect control device now produces true blacklight, multiplying many times over the usual 
attraction expected. The invisible light rays, considered harmless to humans, pets, wildlife and environment, reportedly reach 

maximum efficiency during nighttime hours, a Robot Pied Piper of sorts. By contrast, one wonders if some form of whitelight could- 

not be used to drive bothersome insects away without killing them? ONE BILLION DOLLAR PLUS PYRAMID. Richard S. Pepper, a Chicago 

area contractor estimates cost of reproducing the Great Pyramid of Giza would be approximately $1.1 billion these days.

"The answers I’m looking for,” Cameron vows with 
unflinching eyes, "are confirmed by the unity of the 
aurameter, my super-conscious or my Angel, Peter 
Autrines.”

Continulng Series

'"Neanes”:

A DOWSER AND HIS ANGEL — A 
sketch of the late dpwsing mentor, Verne 
l, Cameron, of Lake Elsinore.

"Your Angel . .
"Yes. I found my Neanes* quite by accident,” he 

went on . . . "Fourteen years ago I was alone in my room 
experimenting with the aurameter. Suddenly I feit the 
overwhelming presence of some unseen force. In ques- 
tioning my Instrument I found unmistakable proof of 
Peter Autrine’s presence—and by polarizing the aurameter 
with my own body magnetism the Angel was able to match 
his own energy to mine. Peter said he was my guardian 
and was there to help me.”

"How did you get along without your Angel before 
1954?” I asked.

"I used my highly-developed super-conscious,” he said, 
scratching his temple. "I once thought dowsing was a 
natural mechanical phenomenon, but now I know it is a 
thing of the mind—mental and physical.”

With Peter’s help, Cameron says, he only uses geologi- 
cal knowledge to prove-up what he has already found 
with the aurameter.

Cameron says he first discovered the 
magic of the forked twig when his grandmother showed 
him how to divine for water on his Escondido homestead 
in 1925. Born in Sioux City, Iowa, the son of a Scottish 
minister-newspaperman and a mother of German descent, 
Verne Cameron became an inventor in his youth. In his 
maturity he was a master machinist, shop Superintendent, 
and machine designer.

"I have a trace of Cherokee Indian blood. It has given 
me a trailing instinct,” he says with pride.

According to Cameron, in the Angelical language, means "Guardian."

Cameron also shows traces of his father’s leanings, 
having written articles for various international publica
tions dealing with psychic phenomena and dowsing.

In 1952 he was ordained a minister in the Spiritualist 
Church, but now rejects commercial spiritualism. "1’11 
find my own personal paths to truth,” he says in a voice 
ringing with melodic overtone.

Cameron makes no claim to special powers of extra- 
sensory perception: "I”ve merely developed a force all 
human beings have.” He goes on further to say that those 
born with a caul (veil) have a mysterious seeond sight . . . 
"and I readily admit it’s a gift I’ve never had.”

"Strange things can happen,” Cameron Claims. "Some 
people are born with reverse polarity. When this happens, 
the divining rod will invariably turn inward to them.”

Cameron says his "feeling for water” comes through 
faith. "You have to believe,” he declares, "or you’ll never 
divine water.”

When asked about his failures, Cameron quickly 
replies: "I’ve located over five thousand water wells, and 
a number of good oil deposits in my forty-two years of 
locating.” And he says with emphasis, "Using my Angel’s 
help, I guarantee ninety-five percent satisfaction. Oh! 
I get a kick every now and then. . . . Sometimes a dient 
tuns out of money and doesn’t finish the job—or he’ll get 
cold feet and follow someone eise’s advice. This is disastrous! 
Sometimes it’s an equipment breakdown.”

"Then you admit to a one-in-twenty chance of 
failure?”

"Yes. I’m only human. . . . Things can go wrong. . .”
Cameron acknowledges the dangers of overconcentra- 

tion: "It’s possible to visualize a temporary thought 
picture of an Underground stream that doesn’t exist.” And 
he adds with rising brow, "The sub-conscious plays tricks 
on you.”

He abhors the term "witch.” "I’m a Professional 
Water Locator,” he says.
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE THIRD 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF 
ESOTERIC SCIENCES AND YOGA 

(TORONTO, CANADA - JULY, 1974)

PSYCHIC ARCHEOLOGY
We saw an astonishing demonstra- 

tion of Psychometry (picking up the 
vibrations and history of a held object) 
by the gentle, psychically aware Irene 
Rucinski, of the Michigan Meta- 
physical Society. Irene was one of five 
panelists moderated by Pat Murphy, 
Toronto television commentator, all 
exploring the potential of Mind 
Regression, (Psychometry).

Dr. J. Norman Emerson, an open 
-minded archeologist from Toronto, 
placed a recently excavated old coin in 
the hands of Mrs. Rucinski, asking for 
inner impressions she might receive 
from the object. While Mrs. Rucinski 
meditated upon the coin. Dr. Emerson 
explained how he was led to the site of 
an old foundation by a psychic he 
referred to only as “George”.

The archeologist noted how some 
ancient archeological locations were 
“very upsetting” to George, lending 
some credence to the notion “the 
older, the colder”. Possibly explained 
as a dissipation of Psychic Vibration 
through time, in George’s case, some- 
one suggested, it may have been a 
reaction tied to a post-life affinity 
with old substances projected into hi1, 
present lifetime frame. However, the 
information brought through George 
convinced Dr. Emerson that Psychic 
Archeology presents exciting oppor- 
tunities and time-saving explorations 
at selected diggings.

Irene Rucinski, whether intended 
or not, used a sophisticated “Systems” 
approach, logically and cosmo- 
logically, running first one series, then 
another. In this way she brought to 
conscious awareness, site location, en- 
vironment, climate, point in time, 
sound, motion, soil, colors, textures, 
depths, numbers of, type, dress and 
race of individuals, also groups associ- 
ated with the coin and its surroundings 
and even the .interaction of emotions 
of those closely connected with the 
site’s archeological history.

Dr. Emerson later verified so 
many of Mrs. Rucinski’s incredible 
observations based on documentation 
in his hands. Panel members and 
audience sat in astonished silence 
throughout the woman’s unstaged, im- 
promptu performance.

THE COLOSSI OF MEJ1N0N AT THEBES

PYRAMIDS & AL TERED STA TES 
OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
By Marianne Zezelic

People who have been inside the Great Pyramid 
of Giza or scale replicas have reported experiencing 
varieties of emotions ranging from euphoria to the 
supersensual. Visions are had, energy fields are 
sensed and heaüng potential is recognized, leading 
one to speculate that something within the pyra
mid design is inducing an altered state of con
sciousness and biological. changes.

Evidence has proven that the pyramid is an 
accumulator of energy of an unknown type. It is 
possible then that a person entering its field 
undergoes an alteration of their energy field, which 
brings into focus unknown or forgotten modes of 
perception. With the speeding up of the body's 
vibratory frequency (I suspect this is what the 
body undergoes when inside a pyramid), telepathy 
and ESP are manifested. Vision is enhanced and 
the eye responds to the ultraviolet region of the 
spectrum. This means that the retina of the human 
eye becomes sensitive to electromagnetic waves 
that have a frequency higher than 7.5 x 10^ 
cycles per second. Normally, the human eye is 
sensitive to electromagnetic waves with frequencies 
between 4.3 x 10^ vibrations per second.

The worid takes on a new perspective when 
consciousness or vision is altered. Depth perception 
of our three dimensional worid remain unchanged, 
but one can now see pulsing fields of colored light 
surrounding objects. Is this the aura or odic force 
that mediums daim to see? Is this what Kirlian 
photography captures onto film?

WHEN PYRAMID TESTS FAIL

Continued From page 1 .

pyramid power is not definable as 
solely magnetic, electric or electro
magnetic. What of solar energies, 
light and gravitational forces?

The big splash about pyramid 
orientation, and specimen align- 
ment —at the one-third King’s 
Chamber level, on a N.S. axis is 
extremely limiting. We’re saying in 
this test the results are mostly—if 
not all—dependent on magnetism. 
But we find experiments with 
flatter, steeper or misaligned 
pyramids, made of ordinary sub
stances produce mummification, 
dehydration, sharpening effects, 
etc. . . . Even Substitute form, and 
odd shapes of unlikely materials 
offen produce similar effects.

On the other hand, we get 
regulär reports (but in small nurnber 
by comparison) of beautifully 
staged pyramids, free-energy ex
periments winding up a complete 
bust. The more scientific the test, it 
seems, the more the strong 
physical or material approach. 
Doubting minds, and heavy 
demands for repeatable experi
ments psychically interferes with 
the test. Thus failures increase. So 
there’s something eise more than 
physical action involved here . . .

PREPARE newsletter. Aids to Preparedness 
— Strategy for Survival

Subscription Info. Box 1889
Seattle, Wash. 98101

PYRAMID AND MAGNETISM
NONSENSE, NO! KUgC. H

NO SENSE, YES!

FIGURE 2.

PANEL-LESS PYRAMIDS ABOVE. BOTH TOP VIEW.

While not conclusive, preliminary tests made with 
a magnetic field analyzer on a 20" base-side, panel-less 
pyramid by Bill Kerrell of Los Angeles defies rational 
explanation. A local electronics technician double- 
checking Bill's findings just shook his head, muttering 
. . . . "this can't be . . . "

Briefly here's what Bill encountered:
Running the inside base rails corner-to-corner, 

(fig. 1), the gauge alternated between plus and minus 
gauss. (a) in the inside southeast comer showed the 
highest reading. Lowest indication appeared at (b) sw 
corner.

Then running his gauge upward from the base 
corner to apex, (total hip length approximately 25" O, 
the higher he went, the greater the response. Hot spots 
loomed at high (10) figure 2 and (13). Lowest 
indication appeared near the bottom at (10). Again 
Bill öbserved fluctuating readings while moving up 
from one corner as follows:

Measuring upward from the sw corner outside. 1%
5%" up from the sw corner outside.................................4
10" up from the sw corner outside .................................0
13" up from the sw corner outside .................................3
1514" up from the sw corner outside............................ 0
1714" up from the sw corner outside............................. -3
20" up from the sw corner outside .................................0
24" up from the sw corner outside .............................. +4
Apex.......................................................................................... 3

Going up from the sw corner inside..................... -1
6" up from the sw corner inside ...................................... -3
10" up from the sw corner inside ................................... 0
13" up from the sw corner inside .................................+4
16" up from the sw corner inside ................................... 0
17" up from the sw corner inside .................................. -1
19" up from the sw corner inside ................................... 0
22" up from the sw corner inside .................................+4
Apex........................................................................................+3

The above comparisons were determined by 
maximum or radical ehange in magnetic responses 
during the experiment. Scott Moyer of Stroudsburg, 
PA. Reports: "A magnet placed and oriented inside 
the pyramid replica seems to increase the power, 
strength and distance of its energy field, while also 
establishing definite laws of polarity.

PYRAMID PICNIC SHELTER - Marie 
Dixon Recreation Director at Belvedere 
Park in East Los Angeles adds dimension to 
unique geometric structure — one of severa! 
— designed by local architect, Fernando 
Juarez. The multi-level park and edifices 
present a striking display to motorists driv- 
ing along the adjacent Pomona Freeway.



* * * L E T T E R S * * * s
Vean Bitt,
About L. Tunenne and Andne Bovis, I fern« Aem both. Tunenne died about 7950, Bovis anound 1932, on eantien. I was tn toueh with htm 
but cannot tn any way nememben htm being intenested tn pynamids. Own. local awthonity was a man catled Spink. I published a tot of 
his stuff tn the. Pendulum. Bovis wat a blcycle maken who took up nadiesthesia by ae.etde.nt, btt wife destnoyed att papens when he died.

Edgenton Sykes, ßnighton, Eng. 
Vean Eniends,
... 1 don't know if angone hat eommented on the enengy a penson neeelves fnom a connectly oniented scale model of the Cheops pynamld 
placed unden the bed. A tleeptng penson neceives small but eonstant changes O(j enengy, attowtng one to need lett sleep. Penhaps tt 
is Imagination on my patt, bat I have tnied this out fon the patt two months and definitety believe this to be to.

Manganita Vetos co, Mexico, V.E. 
Dean Geongiana,
The featune on John Campbell In Pynamld Guide #7 conctudes, "It hat been told that magic (i.e. wisdom), isn’t dependent on matten, 
but nathen on fonm on pattenn.... Lf thdt It the case, funthenmone, and the antwen to Lanny Kteebeng be connect (#&. 'Guide Reptles), 
l.e. "...the Vowsen’s belief TN THE EEEECIENCV OE HIS OR HER VOWSLNG MACHINE IS PARAMOUNT," then we one confnonted with the Imptl- 
catcon that mateniat objects ane onty a focus fon oun mental capabitities, and that evenything machlnes on objects neveal might 
also be nevealed thnough concentnation. Penhaps dowtlng devices ane similan to LSD -- they activate on tpeed up variables within a 
vlbnatony fnequency mone neadtly penceived by the äsen, But Leany told LSD thould be used to bnlng the uten beyond the need fon It. 
The question is, ean dowtlng and dowtlng devxces bnlng one to a stage of awaneness beyond the need fon. then^i Can the instnument 
bntng as to expenlenae and knowtedge which Ineneate oun peneeptlont penmanentty?

ßob Fneedman, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Dean Bill,
I’ve been getteng exeetlent netults on "degnee" neadlngt with my Biometen (p.4, Pynamld Guide #6.). My aecunacg on the poteney ojj 
vahnout henbt hat been uncanny. Exact degnee neadlngt teem to be veny easy. Inttead of utlng a tape on nute fon numenicat divislons, 
I’ve been utlng an etectnonic hand calcutaton. The calcutaton taught me a tot about math and I thought a tlt-up neadout would make a 
stnong and definite symbol. The aunameten has to be the bett thlng I even owned. The othen day I was fnantieally tnylng to find some- 
thcng In the haute. Aften a half houn of cootlng off I pleked up the aunameten and within ten mlnutet tt potnted to the tost .item. 
In an expencment of ehanging one pantleutan book in the bookease, the aunameten centened tn on a gnoup o<j foun books, one of which 
was the book ehosen. l'm tune I will become mone aceunate with my dowtlng with mone pnactice. I have come to nealize that psychle 
enengy mawifests itself In man to be wasted on devetoped. I also know this fonce is neadtly emptoyed with sueeess in dowtlng. Püning 
the bnief time we talked In Canada youn Influenae hetped me to put togethen things and fine tune Into the psychle wontd and new age.

Seott Mögen, Mansholts Cneek, Penn.Dean Bitt, J
I feit Ice Skating and split my head open, one and one-half Inehes lang. Pld not go to the doeton. Only used pynamld. Att pain left 
In five mlnwtes. No headach.es on pain. I healed In thnee days. Stept with pynamld lylng on my head.

ßob Lawnenee, South Eaclld, Ohio 
Dean Mn. Cox,
...Am sune the Infonmatton neeelved fnom my supeneonselous would be mone pnectsely Intenpneted If I wene using youn’s and Mn. Camen- 
on's "Aunameten." Espeelally slnee I have by-passed mach extna wonk and evaluatlon by Instnuding my supeneonselous to detaeh fnom 
my body, Investlgate and nepont badk with the Infonmatlon l'm seeklng In a most dlneet fashlon. Sueeess has been most aeeunate, lab out 
99.7i], exeept fon depths, espeelally fon undengnound waten, i've been openatlng on the Islands of Hondunas and malntand fon the .tast 
five yeans. Vepth has posed pnoblems fon me, but l'm eonvlneed my Intenpnetatlon of Infonmatlon neeelved Is at fault, thenefone the 
need fon a mone sensitive devlee, toot on extension of myself Is neeessany. The Aunameten may be that tool.

Keith Devenaux, Islas de La Bahia, Hondunas,C.A.
Gneetlngs
...As you ean see fnom oun lettenhead, we ane pant of GWß, and we have a slx-foot high pynamld In own chunch whleh we use fon heat- 
Ing and othen things, and ane veny mach impnessed with what we have heand of you and youn pubtleation. Slneenety In oneness,

Vn. Nele Palmen, Oneness - AHM Temple, ine. St. Petensbuna. Fta.
Vean Sin:
...Vou may be Intenested In the field of Chlopnaette. Von mentloned a single eetl In the spinal eolumn eould nespond thnough the 
blo-feedbaek System-tn twenty minutes tn one of youn taped tntenvlews.. .The effenent half of nonmal eomplete eycle 1. llnlvensal 
Intelligence not only does evenythlng in the unlvense, but also eontnols each living untt thnough an tnnate intelUgenee, plans 
(mental), and in accondance with that plan assembles (cneation), those units of fonce with the bnaln cetl/eentnal eetl, whene this 
fonee ts tnansfonmed into a mental Impulse. . 2. The mental Impulse is pnopelled oven the effenent nenve going the entine distance 
to the tissue eetl whene it ts neeelved and thene put iivto mateniat fonm (physical pensontfieation), eompteted as an expnession. 3. 
The sum of all expnession in an ongan on pant ts catled the function. 4. The total of alt functions of the body give nise to bodity 
health/hanmony, catled eoondlnatton. l'tl walte to you abowt the affenent half taten. Vn. H. Magana, V.C. Los Angeles, Calif.

headach.es
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THE 'GUIDE REPLIES..
From Dawn Ramma, Tonasket, Washington, d
Q. We are a group of devoted people about to construct a pyramid on a mountain in the Okanagan country 

of Washington. We will be using the pyramid as a place of meditation and expansion, following with 
the energy. We plan to have it as our home until we get other cabins built....Could you give us some sug- ' 
gestions as to what might be detrimental to the energy flow. The dimensions will be 31.41' and the height 
20 feet. We plan to build it out of pine logs. Would a loft be detrimental? or inside walls? How about 
doors and Windows/ Does it need any kind of polarity? Does the base have to be on the ground? In other 
words, can we have it up on poles and fill in a rock foundation so the structure will be about two feet ’ 
off the ground. Would this be ok for the energy?
4. The loft shouldn't be detrimental, it will however alter the movement of energies insid.e.The most 

alive spot in your pyramid. will be just below — and above— the apex, and the shaft, or line of 
force running from the center of the floor, up through the capstone peak. Removal of panels doesn't disap- 
pate the energy, but orfices in panels can alter the energy patterns inside with no appredable difference 
in +ho rm+.vnl "-Pool" inside. Thus, Windows and doors pose no extra problems. The pyramid issues about 20% 

i, so an elevated. mod.el will 
(see #9 issue of the Pyramid Guide). The rock foundation should Work out ok, as long 

you construct your pyramid with the correct angles and. dimensions.

in the actual "feet" wszcle. Thus, Windows and aoors pose no extra problems.
of its thrust below the base when suspended above the earth or a. solid platform. 
still perform well. ' " ....... ........ -
as

Q. What effect does placing the replica inside a Faraday Cage have on its energies? It -seems to me a small replica should 
be easy to run out inasmuch as a copper window screening could be used to form the cage. The cage, as I understand it, is used 
to "shield" off suspected emanations and radiations of an unknown quality with persons having powers of telepathy. E.T.W. Mass 
A. We believe the Faraday Cage will shield out some energies. There are however a multiplicity of forces and. rays emana.ting 
from pyramid replicas. Some of these are vibrating high in the spectrum above Gamma rays, according to Verne Cameron. Thus it's 
quite possible these energies are not a.ltered or stopped by lower vibrating material substances.■ In other words, a simple -pyra- 
mid. form can accumulate and generate lower octaves of Vibration, perhaps speed them up, change their frequency and. amplitude, 
and send them scooting or spinning in free motion unimpeded by any material barrier. We're all stumbling around for answers. To 
be sure, dowsing offers some plausible Solutions because these energies ca.n be feit with a. cooperating psyche and patient Work.

Q. Can you give us the address of the Homeotronic Research Foundation mentioned in your June, 1974 edition of the 'Guide? R.C.
A. Tatest Word reveals Henry M. Gross of 2905 North Front St. Harrisburg, Pa.17110 as its president. The foundation, though

now somewhat inactive, is interested. in carrying on with their work when funds and agricultural scientists become avail
able to them

Q. I find sitting and facing in different directions inside my meditation pyramid results in varied reactions. How about it?
A. The Rev. Robert Short, of the Blue Rose Ministry, in Joshus Tree, Calif. has channeled through this information: ...If

the individual wishes to be in composure, then face south. For an increa.se in energy, face north. If the individual wants 
to balance or neutralize the vehicle (body), then be seated facing east or west...hold within the form of the vehicle a carbon 
rod, held with the left hand, which may be extracted. from a large dry or wet cell battery, and that which is a copy of what 
you term "A SYMBOL OF ETERWAL LIFE" or anoiently known as the ANKE, also known as the CRUX ANSATA, which means to be tied to 
the sphere of a.ctivity forever. The individua.l holding it outward, thus is receiving the energy, and conducting this energy 
back into the earth. If held upward, it is conducting energy outward into the earth’s atmosphere. With the rod held. in the 
left hand, and the ANKE in the right one ca.n contain the energy field. within oneself. Then hold the area of the ehest. Thus a 
closed, circuit is formed with the ANKE crosse across the ehest, and the carbon rod held across the other area of the ehest. 
This is a symbolism of the FLAU CROOK. One symbolizing a. rod. of power. One symbolizing the shepherd of people....

Q. Will you be doing any writing on pyramid replicas and color? Beryl Adams, Toronto, Canada.
A. Yes, In upeoming editions of the newsletter we will be covering extensive research dea.ling with color, sound. and. frag-

ranee as it rela.tes to pyramid models, and the unusual properties found. in semi-precious stones charged by the replica.
The part-scale of cosmic vibrations and illustrated forms indicating the chakras as they relate to color, sound and the ele- 
ments present an interesting study below. Anyone interested in this subject should hold on to this information as it will 
simplify future references to the subject. There are differences of opinion but we subscribe to the teachings of Peter 
Rendel, an English Student and. master of the eastern äpproach to higher awareness. His color sequence tied to the chakras 
correspond beautifully with the natural order of the color spectrum in the upward ascent from red. at the low end to violet 
at the crown.

PART-SCALE OF COSMIC VIBRATIONS 
(Per Second)

62nd Octave ................................Unknown

61 st> Octave.....................................X-Rays
58th

57th> Octave ...............................Perfumes
51 st (Fragrance)

50th Octave......................... Chemical Rays

49th Octave...........................................Light
(Physical Color)

48th> Octave ..................................... Heat
46th

45th> Octave ............................Unknown
40th

35th> Octave .............................Electricity
25th

15th>..................................Physical Sound
4th

THE HUMAN PYRAMID
WE HAVE ENCOUNTERED SOME REMARKABLE PARALLELS BETWEEN THE 
PYRAMID AND HUMAN FORM. NOTE THE LOCATIONS OF THE SEVEN 
MAJOR CHAKRAS, THEIR CORRESPONDING NUMBER, ELEMENT, CHAR- 
ACTERISTIC, COLOR AND SOUND. MORE ON THIS IN NEXT EDITION.

MUSICAL TONES THE CHAKRAS COLORS

Higher B -------

A ____ _

G ____

Matter is thought 
Vibrating At Lower F ____
Frequencies

E ____

D ____ _

Lower C --------

Brow — Second Sight ___

Throat - Sound

Heart — Air

Root - Earth

Sacral - Water

Crown - Spirit

Solar-Plexus — Fire

Violet

Purple

Blue

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

increa.se
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"How to Survive The Coming Depression". 
80,000 vital words $3.95. Also, data on 100 
MPG Carburetors — suppressed Invns — 
Defense — Hydroponics — Unique Energies 
— Health — Occult etc. List for stamp. 
Fry's, 879 - E. Park, Perris, CA. 92370

non-friction dowsing rods. 

dowsing response as under— 
conduit locators. These 

made from clothesline and

SWING RODS nicke-l-pla+ed, high precision, 

For the uTmosf in sensi+ivi+y balance and 

ground wa+er and gas pipe, electrical and 

Instruments far surpass ordinary "L" rods

clotheshanger wire, welding rod and simi1 ar metal1ic materials usually 

overgripped and improperly held by dowsing buffs. $5.50 per pair, add 

504 for postage and hand!ing.c/o The Pyramid Guide

Interested in E.S.P.???
-then you will enjoy the E.S.P.ORBIT a monthly 
newspaper on Metaphysics, Psychics, Parap- 
sychology, Magic and the Occult for the open 
minded seeker - including more & more coverage 
of where its at locally in many parts of the 
country. Sample copy 45 Cents or one yr. sub- 
scription $5.00 E.S.P. Orbit Ine. P.O. Box 223 
Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

MAP DOWSING HANDBOOK
Verne L. Cameron's Mini-Masterpiece he 
shows YOU how to locate at a distance. 
Proven methods developed over 46 years as 
a full-time locator. $2.75 % The Pyramid 
Guide, Box 176, Elsinore, CA. 92330.

LIFE FORCE KEY pendant, ancient 5000 year old symbol of wisdom ( 

Chain, $5.95 ) Once worn by Pythagoras, Thales, Solon and Plato.

NOW AVAILABLE — A portapie do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss pf 
energy minus panels, corners and cap
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local Hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

PSYNETICS FOUNDATION
We Honor

go]d finish with 24" necklace

Pyramid House Plans $1.00 
Delta Structures
Dept. P.G. 15 Box 2382
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Yes

— Self-Discovery
— Psychic Development
— Spiritual Growth

LECTURES «CLASSES
RESEARCH PROJECTS

Write: Psynetics, Dept. PG 
1212 E. Lincoln Ave. 
Anaheim, CA 92805 
(714) 533-2311

"The New Atlantean Journal"
A new concept in total reporting! An 
Occult/UFO/Fortean Information outlet 
featuring factual news events in all these 
fields. Scientific and analylitical articles by 
well known authors. National and Inter
national UFO reports PLUS a Person to 
Person CONTACT page, Predictions and 
Psychic experiences! $4.00 yearly on a 
quarterly basis — Foreign $5.00. Send sub- 
scriptions to: Barbara Lucas, 6290 34th 
Ave., North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710. 
SAMPLE COPY $.25. Edited by Joan 
O'Connell.

MASTER

CHARGE

on all

Books and

Product

Purchases

is North America’s most complete monthly guide to New Age events.

HERE & NOW features:
> The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 

of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month.
► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media.

► A guide to organizations, counselors & teachers in your area.

Name:_
Address:

One year $ 6 .5 0 prepaid ($ 7 if billed).
Two years $11.50 prepaid ($12 billed).
Foreign: $10 per year, prepaid.
Payment enclosed

Send to: UNI-COM, Box 11716-A, Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A.

The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 
Sensitive Dowsing Instrument, (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and upright 
pendulum) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively aväilable through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176, Lake Elsinore Ca 
92330.

FOUNTAINHEAD
"The Fountainhead", an informative 

periodical describing psychic, astrologtcal, 
metaphysical, and occult activities in and 
around Tucson, Arizona. The Fountainhead 
is also the source for books, gifts, lectures, 
and Seminars on the occult, operated by 
Bob Moser and Vergie Trice. Location: 
4044 N. First Ave., Tucson, Arizona, 85718 
$2.00 yearly.

finest spiritual and scientific Information in the psychic field.

THE,

NAME

SUBSC RIPTION FORM

ONE YEAR t12 issues) S7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions SS. 50 per year

, CHIMES
s, I n c.

STREET

CITY

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO
STATE ZIP

Server
, Washington, D.C. 20011



2 NEW MIRRORED GLASS,
S uj SOLAR PYRAMID HOUSE GRACES 
o2 CALIFORNIA'S, SIERRA MADRE 
üj MOUNTAINSCAPE 
_< LU 
U- T
<_> H John McKinny and Tom Regan, principals of 
H tö California Architects, located in a 1926, recycled 
z S factory loft, designed this living laboratory for the 
< 3 development of solar Systems in relative proportions 
2 to the Great Pyramid of Giza. The pyramid home is 

perfectly aligned with the Cardinal points of the 
compass, with the master bedroom precisely situated 
in the king's chamber level, one-third the distance up 
from the base, directly below the apex.

The mirrored glass Shell is supported on a triangu- 
lated metal space frame. It sits on an open, twö-level 
glazed tile plaza. A hydraulic, sliding circular door 
provides entry to the house through the sub-plaza 
dominated by an open fireplace and sauna. Sculptured 
stairs lead to the main plaza comprizing the living, 
dining and kitchen area. A 10 x 10 lounging dais in 
one cprner reveals a panoramic view of the sprawling 
Los Angeles basin and Pacific Ocean beyond.

,A,three-story wood kiosk springs from the upper 
plaza with kitchen on the first floor, a master bed on 

V- the second, and private office at the top. The total 
< interior design abounds with an intense planting of 

flowering trees, balanced by minimal use of furniture, 
according to the unusual interior design.

A continuous perimeter opening at the pyramid 
base and louvered vent at the apex - a venturi effeet 
— results in a natural System of cooling and Ventila
tion. Solar panels will produce Iqw heat transmission, 

, cooling and blectrical power, and light during daytime 
hours. Adjustable venetian„blinds — utilized on the 
south and Western sides will reduce glare and heat 

\ absorbtion when desired. A twelve-foot, diamond- 
shaped, rotating photoelectric cell has been proposed 
for generation of the home's electrical Service. For 
additional Information write to: California Architects, 
9328 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Phone 
(213) 278-1374.

P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, ca. 92330


